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Abstract
Aesthetic studies are engaged with various visual stimuli connected to human senses, which project different perceptions based on one’s aesthetic experiences. The right output of the process is a ‘symptom’ of ‘delighted’ art which creates positive experiences in measuring a ‘good taste’ of art. This paper’s aim was to review the ARS instrument on different domains of aesthetic studies namely textile, art writing, painting, figurative, abstract painting, representational art and film. The analyses comprised seven adaptations of the Art Reception Survey, indicating the properly designed instrument suited for the screening purposes. The findings demonstrated the influential factors of aesthetics including prior knowledge, art knowledge, familiarity and art connection. The findings also suggested the basis of the instrument adaptation in aesthetic studies, combined with the construction of the understanding between the trained and untrained perceivers.
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Introduction
Aesthetic perception involves the values of the feeling towards any visual arts (Bundgaard et al., 2017) which prompts interest when dealing with the arts. The feeling can either yield beauty, aesthetic interest, or any sort of pleasure. The channel of feeling produced by the perception process can also be translated as appreciative judgment, appraisal, or numerous evaluations and are the basis for the beauty of the art appreciation process.

The aesthetic emergence of human feelings is associated with the process of perception (Scherer, 2020), and when the stimulus is assessed as something that can be